
Dear Sir/Madam, 

Greetings from ITER, Siksha O Anusandhan (Deemed to be University), Bhubaneswar and 

IEEE ICAIHC-2023 Organizing Team!!! 

You are requested to follow the Guidelines mentioned below to prepare the Camera-ready 

paper (Word Document). 

1. The Final Camera-Ready Copy should be strictly according to IEEE format 

given by IEEE. Use the A4 size template (Please find the attachment for 

reference.) at 

http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/publishing/templates.html 

2. Mention affiliations of all the authors & mail id of all the authors.  Do not 

mention Salutations like “Dr./Mr./Mrs./Prof./ Research Scholar/Student”. 

3. Run a Spellcheck and proofread your paper thoroughly to ensure that it contains 

no typo and grammatical errors. 
4. Include good quality figures/graphics, Tables must be drawn in table format, not 

as an image. All the references, Figures, Tables, Equations must be cited in the 

text. 

5. In-text description and callouts for all the figure numbers, table numbers and 

equation numbers must be present in the paper as per the order of their 

occurrence. 

6. Verify if all the Figure No., Table No., Equation Number are included. 

Citation must be in ascending order, not in random manner. 

Check the Callout/In-text description for all the Figures. 

Callout/In-text description for all the tables. 

Write the equations using either Microsoft equation editor or Math Type tool. 

Every equation must have one equation number and respective callout/in-text 

description. 

7. Remove words like “Our/we/us” from the paper. 
8. Camera Ready paper should not differ from accepted submission and 

Similarity Index should not exceed 30% Including References. 
9. Include Header and Footer in your Paper for First Page Only. 

10. Response to reviewer comments must be prepared and uploaded during camera 

ready submission. 

11. Make sure the paper meets the standard page length. Try to maintain minimum 5 

pages. 

12.  It is mandatory for the authors to present their paper at the conference, without 

presentation the accepted paper will not be published by the conference. 

13. We are looking forward for your participation. Your early response will be 

deeply appreciated.  If author is not presenting the paper, please forward this 

message to your co-author who will give a presentation. 

14. Camera ready paper is meant ONLY FOR ONE TIME submission. After the 

submission strictly no more corrections are entertained. 

15. Save the Final file as “ICAIHC2023_PaperID” 
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